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SCOTCH TARTAN SETTS:
A Shuttle-Craft Guild Guide For Weaving 132 Traditional Plaids
By:
Harriet C Douglas
The Scotch Tartans, with their vibrant colors and beautiful proportions, are a perennial style favorite. For the
handweaver who enjoys working with colors — and what handweaver does not — no weaving is more
delightful.
The Tartans are woolen cloth symmetrically cross-barred by colored bands in distinctive patterns, and
traditionally used in the characteristic Scottish costume. The people of Scotland have worn Tartan kilts and
plaids since the Middle Ages, and through the centuries specific color combinations and arrangements have
come to be associated with specific localities, clans and families. The system was quite informal until the
middle of the nineteenth century, during the Scottish Nationalist movement, when Sir Walter Scott was
largely responsible for the standardization of the Highland Regimental Setts. Even so, standardization is not
complete and minor variations in color and count are found among the works of various authorities on the
subject. Many clans have several tartans, variously used: the common Tartan, the Hunting Tartan and the
Dress Tartan, often using the same arrangement and proportions but different colors. Clans which are
closely associated by family ties or by geography often have similar tartans, and several family names are
associated with many of the clan Tartans. Though the traditions behind the Tartans are complex and confused, the color arrangements have an eternal freshness and a universal appeal. Most handweavers are
interested in them because of their beauty, rather than for their tradition.
The Tartans were originally woven of fine homespun yarn dyed with vegetable dyes. They are produced on
a straight twill threading (1,2,3,4) and woven as 2-2 balanced twill (1-2,2-3, 3-4,4-1). The perfect balance
of the weaving (exactly as many weft shots per inch as there are warp ends, to give a 45-degree twill angle)
is of utmost importance in producing a true Tartan as each of the color blocks must be squared in its proper
succession.
The “sett” or color draft of the Tartan is its color arrangement with the exact number of threads required for
each warp color-stripe. In weaving Tartans, the exact color numbers and sequence must be maintained in
the weft as in the warp, to give the balanced plaid. A simple way to follow the color sequence and proportions is to square each color block in order, along a 45-degree diagonal line — weaving as-drawn-in.
For two-harness weavers the Tartans give a fine scope of expression, even though the limitations of the twoharness loom require that they be woven in tabby rather than in the traditional twill.
The basic Tartan colors are limited in range, though unusual colors are introduced in a number of the traditional plaids. The colors of which most Tartans are composed are a deep rich green, a bright dark blue,
brilliant red, brilliant yellow, black and white. Secondary colors are a very light green, a baby blue, light and
dark grey, a cerise or American Beauty red, orange and medium brown. It is difficult to find yarns dyed in
the true tartan colors. The most accurate reproduction is in the Bernat Fabri wool. (Since this yarn is not
generally available to handweavers, it is stocked for resale by the Shuttle-Craft Guild, Virginia City Montana

and color Samples are available on request.) The Fabri (18/2) 1s ideally suited to weaving Tartan articles
and yardages. For scarves, set the warp at 18 to 24 ends per inch; for neckties at 20 to 24 per inch (tabby
weave is more suitable than twill); for sport shirts and dress fabrics at 24 to 28 per inch; for shawls or stoles
set at 18 to 28 per inch; for suit, coat or skirt material set at 30 ends per inch. The Tartan colors are approached in the cottons distributed by Lily Mills, Handweaving Department, Shelby, N C. The 20/6 (Art
914) is a pleasant material (set at 20 to 24 per inch) for weaving Tartan table mats, draperies, upholstery,
and even skirts. The fine 24/2 makes beautiful cotton dress material set at 36 ends per inch.
For a close setting of fine material, the setts given here may be proportionately enlarged to give larger plaids,
but be sure that the basic proportions are retained. The Tartan colors seem to be rare in homespun-type
yarn but can be found in knitting yarns. These yarns may be used for blankets, afghans, automobile robes
and heavy jackets.
There are a number of books, which give illustrations of the Scotch Tartans, each one giving short histories
of the various clans to which the specific Tartans belong. Each of them give the sets, or color drafts, for
reproducing them. Since these books are not published in the United States, they are not available in most
bookstores, but may be secured through the Craft and Hobby Book Service, Carmel Valley Route,
Monterey California. They are: TARTANS OF THE CLANS AND FAMILIES OF SCOTLAND by Sir
Thomas Innes of Learney, $3.75; THE SCOTTISH TARTANS by William Semple, $2.00; THE SCOTTISH CLANS AND THEIR TARTANS, $1.75; THE CLANS AND TARTANS OF SCOTLAND by
Robert Bain, $2.75. Of these probably the Bain is the most interesting and gives the most historical information on the clans and Scottish traditions. The Innes has the finest color reproductions of the Tartans and is
the most reliable as to color and proportions. The others are small handbooks. No visualization of the actual
Tartan may be secured from studying the sett, or color draft, since the whole effect is one of color, so one or
the other of the Tartan books is almost necessary for the weaver who would select his Tartans carefully. But
in most cases the weaver needs more than the illustrations in order to reproduce the Tartans correctly. This
present pamphlet, in which the Innes illustrations have been followed as closely as possible, with others
added, is intended as a weavers guide to weaving the Scottish Tartans.
Most of the Tartans are composed of two pattern units. The setts are given with the two units indicated as A
and B. In some cases there are three or four pattern units, further indicated with C and D. Each sett shows
the number of threads for each color stripe, in order. In planning the plaids for a yardage, the sett is repeated (like a threading draft) for the desired warp width. More careful arrangement is desirable for
scarves, mats, or articles requiring a pattern balance. In each sett the major or heaviest pattern unit is given
first, and unit B makes the connecting blocks.
The heavier blocks usually make a more satisfactory border, so unit A should be repeated as a pattern
balance for the left warp edge. Or the threading may start and end with B. When one wishes to use a
specific number of warp ends, the starting and ending points of the pattern must be selected very carefully in
order to balance the pattern.
To estimate yarn requirements for a particular project, determine the number of warp ends of each color for
the entire warp width. Multiply each figure by the total warp length, and then double this amount to allow for
weft. Order according to the known yardage per pound of the yarn to be used. The Bernat Fabri has a
reliable yardage of 4800 yards per pound (600 yards per two-ounce skein). One yard of finished fabric, a
yard wide, set at 30 ends per inch in Fabri, requires half a pound of yarn.

